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Sanders’ Field Organizer: Cities Will Burn If Sanders
Loses Nod or Trump Wins. Cops Will Be Attacked. Gulags
Coming for MAGA Supporters.
Anyone who doubts that the election of
socialist Bernie Sanders, also known as “the
bum who wants your money,” will usher in a
progressive utopia can rest easy.

The candidate will end free speech as we
know it, “re-educate” Trump-supporting
Nazis with his plans for a “free” college
education, and set up gulags for resisters.

That plan comes directly from one of his top
campaign field directors, who spilled the
Bolshevik beans in yet another amazing
undercover video from Project Veritas.

How long Iowa campaign organizer Kyle Jurek, who vowed violence against cops and burning cities if
Sanders loses and Soviet-style gulags if Sanders wins, will remain employed is anyone’s guess.

But Sanders’ supporters needn’t guess about one thing: He’s the candidate of totalitarian dreamers
everywhere if Jurek is to be believed.

Rerun of Chicago, 1968
PV’s undercover reporters caught Jurek repeatedly advocating violence in F-bomb laced videos, and not
just against Trump-supporting “fascists,” although they would apparently be a good place to begin if
Sanders loses.

“F****in’ cities burn” if Trump is reelected, the angry organizer said. That’s because “the only thing
that works, the only thing that fascists understand is violence. So the only way you can confront them is
with violence.”

But Trump isn’t the only threat. Other Democrats are, too. If Sanders loses the nomination, Jurek
promised violent reprisal: burning cities, and, presumably, killing cops.

“If Bernie doesn’t get the nomination, or it goes to a second round at the DNC convention, f***ing
Milwaukee will burn,” he said. “It’ll start in Milwaukee…. When the police push back on that, other
cities just f***ing [makes explosion noise].”

How bad will the violence get? “We’re gonna make 1978 [68] look like a f***ing Girl Scouts’ f***ing
cookout,” Jurek told the undercover PV reporter.

When the reporter asked what that meant, Jurek had a ready answer:

Remember what happened when McGovern got f***ed in Chicago in 1978[68]? Riots. F***ing
people getting beaten by the cops. The cops are gonna be the ones getting f***ing beaten in
Milwaukee. They’re gonna call up the National Guard for that s**t. I promise you that.

After all, he continued in the fatalistic reverie of a communist revolutionary, “if they f***ing take Bernie
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from us, then we have nothing else to lose.”

Clintons, MSNBC, Trump Supporters Are Targets
Jurek noted that so-called anti-fascists are violent because “we’re willing to go beyond what the law
says is acceptable” in stopping “hate speech,” and promised that a Sanders regime would force the
Clintons to kill themselves by instituting a “reign of terror.”

What’s in store for moderate liberals?

“Walk into that MSNBC studios, drag those motherf***ers out by their hair, and light them on fire in the
streets.” For liberals, it’s the “gulag. Liberals get the wall first.”

As for those who might resist the changes Sanders’ revolutionary cadres might make, Jurek offered the
example of communist mass murderer Fidel Castro.

“In Cuba, what did they do to reactionaries?” Jurek asked of those who resist, nodding his head happily
when the PV reporter noted that Cuban communists “shot them on the beach.”

“Do you wanna fight against the revolution?” he asked to the beat of thumping music. “You’re gonna die
for it, motherf*** ers.”

Jurek also promised the “re-education” of Trump supporters when the PV reporter asked whether they
could be changed to think, well, like Jurek.

Sanders’ “free education” plans would involve “teach[ing] you to not be a f***ing nazi.”

What a “free education” didn’t fix would be left to an American Gulag:

There’s a reason Josef Stalin had gulags, right? And actually gulags are a lot better than what the
CIA has told us. Like people were actually paid a living wage in gulags, they had conjugal visits in
gulags, gulags were actually meant for like re-education.

Jurek vowed that “billionaires,” a frequent Sanders target, “would have to “break rocks 12 hours a day”
because “you’re now a working class person and you’re gonna f***ing learn what that means.”

Amusingly, Jurek did level one criticism against Sanders: “He’s a bad judge of character.”
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